Saint Teresa

Mother Teresa is now known as ‘Saint
Teresa of Calcutta’ after being declared a
saint on September 4, 2016 by Pope Francis.
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Where did the powers go?
Imaging: Ravinder Gusain, GT Network

One look at them and Sabu
noticed something. They all
had the sign of ‘Jupiter’s
eye-The storm’ on
their hand.

Short Story | Part II

Mahir Aditya Singh
AIS Saket, IV A

H

ope once again rose in
our hearts and minds as
we saw Harry Potter.
Arceus, Percy, Hiccup and I
grew hopeful that Harry would
just cast the magical spell accio
thrice and get all the powers
back in no time. We rushed to
Harry, but he was looking for
something in the soil. We asked
him, what was he looking for?
“Oh ! in the storm I dropped my
wand and now I don’t see it anywhere”, Harry replied. Alas! our
last hope was shattered. What
was happening? We told Harry
about how the ‘ring’, ‘Riptide’
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the sword and ‘Toothless’ the
dragon, all the symbols of powers had gone missing. Harry
looked gloomy and helpless.
There I was, with all my superheroes, sitting powerless, sad
and defeated. I felt so bad. I
wanted to make them happy and
powerful again, but how?
Suddenly, I saw a little old figure peeping from behind a tree.
“What’s that?” I ran towards that
tree. There I saw, an old man
with red turban, white moustache and stick in his hand. He
was Chacha Chowdhary, the one
whose mind runs faster than
computer. I jumped with joy
and hugged him. I told him,
how all superheroes have lost

their powers and couldn’t find
those. Chacha Chowdhary and
Sabu rushed back with me to
where our heroes were. One
look at them and Sabu noticed
something. They all had the sign
of ‘Jupiter’s eye-The storm’ on
their hand. “Chachaji, I think my
evil twin Dabu who has escaped
the prison on Jupiter has stolen
their powers. Look at the sign of
‘Jupiter’s eye’ on their hands.
It’s Dabu’s sign.” “What do we
do now, Dabu has become very
powerful,” said Arceus. To this
Chacha Chowdhary said, “Hey
guys, don’t be disheartened.
Sabu will take you to Jupiter to
get your powers back.” We all
sat upon the strong shoulders of

Sabu and flew to Jupiter. The
moment we landed there the
same storm, that had whirled us
on Earth came circling around.
But this time, Sabu stood strong
against it. He shielded us and
suddenly Dabu appeared from
within the storm. He was riding
the Toothless, with Riptide in his
one hand and Harry’s wand in
the other, wearing Arceus’s ring.
Ah ! so here the powers were. As
Sabu and Dabu stood facing
each other, Chacha Chowdhary
picked up a stone and threw it at
Toothless. This angered him and
he galloped and tried to break
free. Dabu lost control and fell
to the ground. Sabu pounced
upon him and wrestling ensued
in which Dabu dropped Riptide
and wand. Sabu defeated Dabu
and the soldiers of Titan came
and chained him again. The
powers were in right hands ie
with my superheroes. We
thanked Chacha Chowdhary and
Sabu for helping us.G T

Origami bird
Material required
n Origami paper

Procedure
1 Take a square origami paper.
2 Fold the paper across the di-

agonal so that you get two
equal triangles.
3 Take the longer side
of the triangle as the
base and fold it towards the tip of the triangle.
Don't make this flap too
thin because this will be the
wings.
4 Turn the paper over.

(only the upper layer) and
fold it upwards more than
halfway.
6 Fold it in half by folding
left side over to the right.
7 Take the top flap and fold it
backwards halfway.
8 Repeat with the
other flap. These are the
wings.
9 Push the center of the tip of
the triangle above the wings
inside and flatten.
10 Your bird is ready to fly!
Decorate it in your room.
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So what did you learn today?
A new word: Gloomy
Meaning: Dark or poorly lit

COLOURING FUN

POEM

5 Take tip of the triangle

Saina Arora
AIS Noida, V H

Every day is Earth Day

Tanmay Khurana
AIS Gurugram 43, II
1. The more you take, the more
you leave behind. Who am I ?
2 Can you name 3 consecutive
days without using Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday or Sunday?
3 I have a neck and no head,
two arms but no hands. I
match with the pants and the
skirts both . Who am I?
4 The more you take away
from me the bigger I shall get,
who am I?
5 I have three eyes, one leg,
but I am no monster. Obey me
or you will be sorry

Aviral Maurya, V B &
Avnija Maurya, III E
AIS Vas 6
Our beloved Earth
Will not be liveable one day
If we don’t start celebrating
Each day as Earth Day
Sky will be covered
With dust and smog
Our lungs will become
Choked and clogged

Will be dry someday
Sea will rise
And land will be gobbled away
Before our colourful Earth
Fully turns Grey
Let us start celebrating
Each day as Earth DayG T
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It’s Me

For clean air
To breathe everyday
We may have to pay
Money one day
With no ozone to save us
From ultraviolet rays
Misery of floods and droughts
Will hit always
We will have no forests
No grasslands to play
If we do not start celebrating
Each day as Earth Day
Taps wells and rivers

Hello there !
Name: Shanaya Tyagi
School: Amity International
School, Noida
Class: KG
Birthday: May 7

My folks and myself
Role model: My elder sister
Best friend: Sara
Likes: Colouring, swimming and dolls
Dislike: Lizards
Hobbies: Drawing and dancing

My favourites
Book: Barbie story book
Teachers: Monika ma’am and Saloni ma’am
Game: Playing with dolls and books
Mall: DLF Mall of India
Food: Dal rice, nutrela soya chunks
Poem: The finger family song
Subject: Computer

My dreams
I want to become: A doctor
or nurse
I want to feature in GT
because: I want to make more
friends.

Answers: Footsteps , 2:
Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow,
3: Shirt, 4: Hole 5: Traffic
light

